Binary Liquid Systems of Nonelectrolytes III

supplement to IV/10A, 13A1, 13A2, and IV/23A

Vapor-liquid equilibrium data, heat of mixing (excess enthalpies), and volumetric properties of systems are required for both the applications in design of industrial technological processes and the understanding the structure and the intermolecular interactions in the systems. On the basis of classical thermodynamics the measured experimental data combined together enable us the calculation of non-measurable thermo-dynamic properties significant for the technological calculations. The present volume is a compilation of experimental and derived property data on subcritical binary homogeneous (single-phase) or heterogeneous (two-phase) liquid–liquid mixtures. All the components are [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-642-22851-3
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Binary Liquid Systems of Nonelectrolytes II

Heat of Mixing, Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium, and Volumetric Properties of Mixtures and Solutions

Vapor-liquid equilibrium data, heat of mixing (excess enthalpies), and volumetric properties of systems are required for both the applications in design of industrial technological processes and the understanding the structure and the intermolecular interactions in the systems. On the basis of classical thermodynamics the measured experimental data combined together enable us the calculation of non-measurable thermo-dynamic properties significant for the technological calculations. The present volume is a compilation of experimental and derived property data on subcritical binary homogeneous (single-phase) or heterogeneous (two-phase) liquid–liquid mixtures. All the components are [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-642-23276-3
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Compiled are volumes containing nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) data, acoustical and optical properties, structure and molecular constants, mechanical and thermodynamic constants as well as physical properties of liquid crystals. All new compounds are given with the drawing of the chemical structure, the molecular formula, chemical names, the Chemical Abstracts registration numbers (CAS-RN) where [...]
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(H2O (HOH), Part 1 beta
Molecular constants mostly from Infrared Spectroscopy Subvolume C: Nonlinear Triatomic Molecules

With the development of modern instruments and theories, a considerable amount of spectroscopic information is being permanently collected on molecules. The infrared, in particular, is seeing extraordinary activities. Using Fourier transform interferometers and infrared lasers, accurate data are measured often with extreme sensitivity. These data are also analyzed and precise molecular parameters determined. Volume II/20, “Molecular Constants Mostly from Infrared Spectroscopy”, is a recent Landolt-Börnstein publication series bringing together these results. It is made up of several volumes (A, B, C, D) with comprehensive compilation of critically evaluated molecular constants of [...]
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B-Ac...Cu-Zr
Supplement to IV/5B
Volume 12 of group IV presents phase diagrams, crystallographic and thermodynamic data of binary alloy systems. The subvolume B contains systems from B- Ba to C-Zr. Volume 12 forms a supplement to volume 5.
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New Data and Updates for several III-V (including mixed crystals) and II-VI Compounds
Condensed Matter, Semiconductors Update, Subvolume E

The Landolt-Börnstein subvolume III/4E is the fifth part of an update to the existing eight volumes III/41 about Semiconductors and contains New Data and Updates for III-V, and II-VI compounds and their mixed crystals. Each compound is described with respect to its properties, the corresponding references are provided.
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H2O (HOH), Part 1 alpha
Molecular constants mostly from Infrared Spectroscopy Subvolume C: Nonlinear Triatomic Molecules

With the development of modern instruments and theories, a considerable amount of spectroscopic information is being permanently collected on molecules. The infrared, in particular, is seeing extraordinary activities. Using Fourier transform interferometers and infrared lasers, accurate data are measured often with extreme sensitivity. These data are also analyzed and precise molecular parameters determined. Volume II/20, “Molecular Constants Mostly from Infrared Spectroscopy”, is a recent Landolt-Börnstein publication series bringing together these results. It is made up of several volumes (A, B, C, D) with comprehensive compilation of critically evaluated molecular constants of [...]

The present compilation has been prepared by eminent experts in the field. One of the characteristics of Landolt-Börnstein is that data are evaluated before they[...]
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Z = 30-47. Excited Nuclear States
Volume I/25B is the second one in a series of volumes on the properties of the excited states of all nuclei. The data presented are collected from all kinds of nuclear reactions, including measurements of reactions with neutrons and γ-rays not yet fully considered in previous compilations. The nuclei considered also comprise nuclei far from the stability line. The properties of excited nuclear states are of importance for scientific and practical applications. No systematic compilation of such data has been performed so far. The present compilation has been prepared by eminent experts in the field. One of the characteristics of Landolt-Börnstein is that data are evaluated before they[...]
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Space Groups (135) P42/mmc – (123) P4/mmm
Structure Types
Volume 43 of Group III deals with crystallographic data of both intermetallic and classical inorganic compounds, thus forming an update of the former Landolt-Börnstein volumes III/6 (Structure Data of Elements and Intermetallic Phases) and III/7 (Crystal Structure Data of Inorganic Compounds). It does not include compounds that contain C-H bonds. Moreover, in contrast to the earlier edition the present volume presents the data in a different, more modern arrangement - known crystal structures are combined in groups according to their type of structure; each structure type is therefore represented by a complete set of crystallographic data holding for all isotypic structures, with the[...]
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Linear Molecules
Molecular Constants Mostly from Microwave, Molecular Beam and Sub-Doppler Laser Spectroscopy, Subvol. B

Volume II/29 "Molecular Constants Mostly from Microwave, Molecular Beam, and Sub-Doppler Laser Spectroscopy" is planned to appear as a series A, B, C and D1, D2, D3 for the diamagnetic, and E for the paramagnetic linear and polyatomic species, respectively. Like in the preceding volumes II/24 and II/19, which have appeared in the years around 1999 and 1992, respectively, the diamagnetic substances are arranged in the manner suggested by Hill ("Hill's system", 1900), meaning an almost strict alphabetical order. The ionic species are included in the alphabetical arrangement of the neutral ones in each table. The information is grouped differently in comparison with the previous volumes. [...] More on www.springer.com/978-3-540-60329-0
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